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A Year of Laughter and Grace in harmonyMaster storyteller Philip Gulley returns to the winsome

ways of Harmony, Indiana, in the third installment of the beloved Harmony series.
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The first two books in this series are wonderful. Although Dale and other pious members grate on

you as they take advantage of and press Sam into following tradition rather than the leading of the

Lord, you are hoping they will be refined as the series continues.Not so.It is a pastor's job to humbly

lead and to, with grace, reprove those who are wrong. Sam does not fulfill this role as pastor. He is

a weak leader who will not confront people, and depends entirely too much on Miriam Hodge to be

his guts and stand up for right. Though he is annoyed with the behaviors of those in leadership, he

does nothing to challenge them or help them grow. As hard as it is to hear that you are wrong, God

can work even in the hardest and most stubborn of hearts, if bathed in prayer. The fact that Sam is

afraid of losing his position if he rocks the boat bothers me. One should do right and let God sort out



the results.Dale is given entirely too much grace, and has no concept of how to minister to others.

No one likes him, he is not a truly spiritual person, and yet he is allowed to remain in a leadership

position. Just too much for me.While I thoroughly enjoy the way Gulley interweaves touching and

spiritual lessons amidst the silly and outrageous, they are too few and far between in this book to be

redeeming. I will not be continuing this series.

This book--well, first let me clarify the "contains some sexual content." There are discussions of

characters' sexual loneliness, of attempts to match make, of one gay character who appears briefly

without his partner and talks at length with a single woman about otherness; there are perhaps a

couple of scenes between the pastor, Sam, and his wife which obviously suggest a warm sexual

sharing, none of which is portrayed. That's sexual content for this gentle, but also fierce, series. In

this book, the most interesting thing to me was the frustrations of the ministry, the stresses it can put

on a marriage, the preciousness of minutes of family life in such a household, the imperfections of

the partners in any marriage--even a pastor's. I had a relative who was a pastor (not this

denomination); I worked long years in another helping profession before returning to writing and

reviewing. The strength, energy, inventiveness, frustrations, endlessness, and the obligations and

trust place upon a pastor (or any identified helper) are ongoing and complex. While usually

maintaining his humor that so adds human delight to these books, Gulley gives a very good

presentation of these aspects of Sam's and Barbara's lives. His secondary characters maintain their

usual mix of pull-your-hair-out frustration and coming-through-some-of-the-time (and completely

blowing things once in a while), and a new one is introduced; I think interesting storylines will come

her way. Gulley also presents particular imperfections in Sam's behavior in this novel; he makes a

couple of foolish decisions, and they lead to some preposterous conclusions. One was highly

believable; one was a step too far and just not realistic. (But funny!) There is a holiday fest scene

that will relieve ever reader of regrets or mortification about our own holiday fiascos; this takes ours

to the tenth power. Recommend and enjoyed! Some readers may not like seeing how hard the

ministry can be, and there are strong religious right characters who may annoy or offend readers

who are Friends or readers who are just not religious right. But a loving, sincere, somewhat

true-to-life presentation of familiar community and characters, and a pleasant book, despite the

genuine difficulties that for me were very interesting. Sam as a character has evolved considerably

in this fourth book of the series, as has Barbara.

Same quirky characters in the series with experiences and outcomes that might surprise you. I



enjoy this series because it is so real. Seems like i know folks similar to these people and it makes

for a comfortable easy read. Laughs thrown in for good measure and this is the reason i read, for

enjoyment.

Philip Gulley is an author extraordinaire. I mean it. His books about pastoring a small Quaker church

in a little northen town are so simple and straight forward, that at first you think...oh this is too

simple...but hold on! Keep reading. His insight into life is so point on and honest. Soon you will be

laughing out loud at the scenarios of the church and town's people. So many deep truths are

embedded in the stories, not preachy at all, but your heart will be touched, warmed and tickled by

them. It is addictive to read his books and this Signs and Wonders is just the tip of the iceberg.

People....I think these books are a rare treat and I'm so glad I discovered them. They are every last

one of them a solid treasure hidden behind a simple looking book. Don't miss them. Pretty soon

they will be hard to find and each one is worthy of passing on to beloved friends and family. Love

them...love them.

he is witty and funny, very light-hearted reading as long as you don't mind "spiritual fiction" that is

very humanistic in its agenda. While enjoying the writing itself, I had to stop reading because it

became frustrating at just how slanted the books are against other denominations other than

quaker....especially Baptist...they seem to be the hardest hit denomination, and made to sound

"nuts". So if you're a Christian looking for Christian fiction to enjoy, this is NOT the book for you.

Reading the whole series

I'm re-reading all of the Harmony series, which I found many years ago at a library in Ohio. Google

saved me - and I found them online. The mix of humor, social lessons, current events and religion

(never overdone) is a perfect soothing bedtime read combo for me. I do take issue with Gulley's

consistent description of the Catholics - he uses DaleHinshaw's voice - but it's usually a swipe or a

dig. Especially the "Second Class Citizens" line - about an ecumenical service and Communion. It's

my only beef about books that always are heart warming, never sappy and sometimes laugh out

loud funny.
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